
Using technology to  
automate the education estate

ANPR big data can be repurposed to manage 
assets efficiently in the digital era, significantly 
reducing workloads on overstretched facility 
managers. Whether campuses are out-of-town 
or in the heart of buzzing urban centres, Smart 
data-led approaches can power better space 
allocation, permit processing and resource 
utilisation. ANPR-enabled parking 
solutions deliver optimum efficiency 
performance against targets, unlocking 
space turnover and car throughput.

Intelligent space-selling applications like 
Glyde Spaces can advertise unoccupied 
space during out-of-term time, or at less 
busy times identified by data generated 

from ANPR assets. This activates a margin-rich 
revenue stream for in-house teams, contributing 

much-needed breathing room in budget 
management and potential reinvestment. 

ANPR also puts science behind your 
decisions, by understanding who’s 
using the car park, how long they stay, 
and individual parking behaviours, whilst 
dramatically reducing parking violations by 
around 90% to virtually eradicate backlogs and 
provide better access to main buildings.

At a time when budgets are squeezed and ROI 
must deliver, free-flow parking can drive out 

cost by removing mechanically troublesome 
barriers and seriously automating back-office 

processes. A parking area deploying ANPR 
and electronic permits virtually takes care of 

its own admin, allowing estates teams to 
focus on immediate goals such as facility 

performance and cost efficiency KPIs.

With an increasing squeeze on funding, the education sector has never been under more pressure to do more with less, but 
could information gleaned from the lowly car park – an often-overlooked asset - hold the key to helping busy facilities teams meet 
ambitious cost, revenue and efficiency targets?

Unlock valuable insights, drive out time and cost through automation and delight users to achieve parking utopia – find out how.

Let go of the barrier - ANPR solutions 
serve to lower administration time 

inputs so it can be deployed in other 
areas. Free-flow sites allow 20% more 

cars to access your facility.

ANPR technology has the power to lift 
parking-related revenues by up to 40%

The BIG take-outs

It is possible to monetise unused 
capacity during holidays or at 

weekends using book-in-advance 
space reselling. Do more with less; 42% 

of schools are letting buildings and 
facilities generate income to offset 

budget crunch.

Easily manage increased visitors for events/open days with flexible allocation and overspill management 
across parking zones. Automated permit allocation, easy-to-use waiting lists, blue badge management 
and a communications library for single/bulk notifications do all the hard work so you can get back to 
running a smooth site.
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